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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true regarding JSR 286 event support in IBM WebSphere Portal? 

A. Events can be wired to IBM API cooperative portlets. 

B. Events can be wired to JSR 168 cooperative portlets. 

C. Events cannot be used in tandem with public render parameters. 

D. When the "Global" check box is set on the wires page. JSR 286 event processing is automatic; wires are not needed
and. therefore, are ignored. 

Correct Answer: B 

nteroperability between JSR 286 portlet events and JSR 168 cooperative portlets By concept, cooperative portlets are
similar to JSR 286 portlet events. Both concepts describe publish/subscribe communication patterns that are based on
typed information that is published and received by portlets and propagated via communication links. 

Because the concepts are quite similar, the portal supports data exchange between JSR 168 cooperative portlets and
JSR 286 portlets that support events. This means that you can extend an existing setup using JSR 168 cooperative
portlets with new JSR 286 portlets and that you can smoothly migrate individual cooperative portlets to the new API
without losing communication possibilities. 

 

QUESTION 2

John, an IBM WebSphere Portal developer, is writing a portlet to help support specialists with reproducing users\\'
issues. Which WebSphere Portal feature can John use to run his task? 

A. Personalization 

B. People Awareness 

C. User Impersonation 

D. User and Groups Management 

Correct Answer: C 

While impersonating the user use the "My Sites" menu in the dockbar to go to any of his sites Result: The impersonation
is lost, the site is accessed as the administrator user 

 

QUESTION 3

Rachel has added a custom new parameter named user to the page properties of the Human Resources page. 

How can Rachel retrieve this parameter? 

A. She is unable to access the user parameter. 

B. She can use the tag to obtain the user parameter from any page. 
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C. She can use the tag to obtain the user parameter from the Human Resources page. 

D. She can use the tag to obtain the user parameter from the Human Resources page. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which life cycle method of a portlet do the doView, doEdit and doHelp methods represent? 

A. init 

B. render 

C. destroy 

D. processAction 

Correct Answer: D 

processAction, to handle action requests doView, to handle render requests when in VIEW mode doEdit, to handle
render requests when in EDIT mode doHelp, to handle render request when in HELP mode init and destroy, to manage
resources that are held for the life of the servlet 

 

QUESTION 5

Which URL can be used to download the contents of the "themes" folder? 

A. http://test.ibm.com:10039/wps/dav/fstype1 /themes/?mime-type=application/zip 

B. http://test.ibm.com:10039Avps/contenthandler/dav/themes/?mime-type=application/zip 

C. http://test.ibm.com:10039/wps/mycontenthandler/dav/fstype1 /themes/?mime- type=application/zip 

D. http://test.ibm.com:10039/wps/mycontenthandler/dav/fs-type1 /themes/?mime- type=application/zip 

Correct Answer: D 
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